Several one-parameter families of fourth-order methods for finding multiple zeros of non-linear functions are developed. The methods are based on Murakami's fifth-order method (for simple roots) and they require one evaluation of the function and three evaluations of the derivative. The informational efficiency of the methods is the same as the previously developed methods of lower order. For a double root, the method is more efficient than all previously known schemes. All these methods require the knowledge of multiplicity.
Introduction
There is a vast literature on the solution of non-linear equations and non-linear systems, see e.g. Ostrowski [12] , Traub [18] , Neta [10] and references therein. Recently several papers by Sharma [15] , Sharma and Goyal [16] , Homeier [5] and Grau and Diaz Barrero [2] discuss methods for finding simple roots. Here we develop a high-order fixed point type method to approximate a multiple root. There are several methods for computing a zero ξ of multiplicity m of a non-linear equation f (x) = 0 (see Neta [10] and Neta and Johnson [11] . Newton's method is only of first order unless it is modified to gain the second order of convergence (see Rall [13] or Schröder [17] ). This modification requires a knowledge of the multiplicity. Traub [18] has suggested to use any method for f (m) (x) or g(x) = f (x)/f (x). Any such method will require higher derivatives than the corresponding one for simple zeros. Moreover, the first one of those methods require the knowledge of the multiplicity m. In such a case, there are several other methods developed by Hansen and Patrick [4] , Victory and Neta [19] , Dong [1] and Neta and Johnson [11] . Since in general one does not know the multiplicity, Traub [18] suggested a way to approximate it during the iteration.
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B. Neta
For example, the quadratically convergent modified Newton's method is (1) and the cubically convergent Halley's method [3] is
where f (i) n is short for f (i) (x n ). Another third-order method was developed by Victory and Neta [19] and based on King's fifth-order method (for simple roots) [8] w n = x n − f n f n ,
where
and
Yet two other third-order methods developed by Dong [1] , both require the same information and both are based on a family of fourth-order methods (for simple roots) due to Jarratt [6] :
Neta and Johnson [11] have developed a fourth-order method based on Jarrat's method [7] . The method in general is given by
where u n is given by Equation (8) and
where the parameters a, b, c, a 1 , a 2 and a 3 depend on the multiplicity m.
Our starting point here is Murakami's two-parameter family of methods [9] given by the iteration
Murakami has shown that this family of methods (for simple roots) is of order 5 [9] if the parameters are chosen appropriately. The method requires one function-and three derivative-evaluation per step. Thus the informational efficiency (see [18] ) is 1.25.
New higher-order scheme
We would like to find the eight parameters a, b, c, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , b 1 and b 2 so as to maximize the order of covergence to a root ξ of multiplicity m. Let e n ,ê n , n be the errors at the nth step, i.e. e n = x n − ξ, e n = y n − ξ,
If we expand f (x n ), and f (x n ) in Taylor series (truncated after the N th power, N > m) we have
or
To expand f (y n ) and f (z n ) we use some symbolic manipulator, such as Maple [14] 1 , and find that
where c 0 = μ m−1 ,
The error in z n is given by
Now expand f (z n ) in terms of e n . To this end, we expand in terms of n and substitute for n from Equation (23)
where d 0 = λ m−1 ,
The D j i are complicated expressions and will be given in the Appendix. Now substitute Equations (15) , (17), (21) and (24) into Equations (8), (12) and expand the quotients in Taylor series; then substituting all these into Equation (11), we get
where the coefficients C j i depend on the parameters a, b, c, b 1 , b 2 , a 1 , a 2 and a 3 . Because of the complexity, we have taken a = m/2, b 2 = 1 − 2 m−1 b 1 and either b = 0 or c = 0. Thus, we reduced the number of parameters to five and as a consequence we were unable to get fifth-order methods. The results for m = 2, m = 3 and m = 4 are given in Table 1 .
To summarize, we managed to obtain a family of fourth-order methods requiring one functionand three derivative-evaluation per step. The informational efficiency, E = p/d, of these methods is 1, as all the aforementioned methods for multiple roots. The efficiency index, I = p 1/d , is 1.4142 which is lower than the index for those third-order methods. For m = 2, we found that a 3 = 0 and thus we need one less derivative. This happened also for the methods developed by Neta and Johnson [11] . In this case, the informational efficiency is 4/3 and the efficiency index is 1.5874. Therefore, our method for double roots is more efficient than the Newton's method as modified by Schröder. If the cost of evaluating the first derivative is lower than that of evaluating the function, then our method, for any multiplicity, will be more efficient than the Newton's method (Equation (1)). These results are given in Table 2 . Clearly if the cost of evaluating the derivatives is different than that of evaluating the function, one can make an argument to using the appropriate method for the case at hand.
Numerical experiments
In all our numerical experiments, we have used the appropriate method with b = 0, except for example 3 when we used both schemes. In our first example we took a quadratic polynomial having double roots at ξ = 1
Here we started with x 0 = 0 and the root was found in one iteration. The modified Newton method (Equation (1)) converged fast and Newton's method required 10 iterations to get as close as possible to 10 −7 . In the second example we took a polynomial having two double roots at ξ = ±1
Starting at x 0 = 0.8 or x 0 = 0.6 our method converged in two iterations. The results are given in Table 3 . Similar results were obtained when starting at x 0 = −0.8 to converge to ξ = −1. For comparison, we have tried the modified Newton. Using x 0 = 0.6 we required four iterations to achieve 10 −9 accuracy. The next example is a polynomial with triple root at ξ = 1
The iteration starts with x 0 = 0 and the results are summarized in Table 4 . The first three columns use the scheme with b = 0 and the last three columns use c = 0. Another example with double root at ξ = 0 is
Starting at x 0 = 0.1 or even x = 0.2 our method converged in two iterations. The results are given in Table 5 . The next example having a double root at ξ = 1 is
Now we started with x 0 = 0.5 and the results are summarized in Table 6 . The last example having a root at ξ = 1 with multiplicity m = 4 and a simple root at ξ = −1, i.e.
Now we started with x 0 = 0.01 and the results are summarized in Table 7 . This is the only case where we needed more than two iterations to converge. 
Conclusions
We have extended Murakami's method to obtain non-simple zeros. We have developed a oneparameter family of fourth-order methods for various values of the multiplicity. The methods listed are not the only solution to the system of equations and we only listed a representative scheme. The numerical experiments demonstrate the rapid convergence of our method. Because of the complexity of the symbolic manipulation, we had to assign certain values to some of the parameters and were unable to achieve fifth order. Note 1. 'Maple is a system for mathematical computation -symbolic, numerical and graphical' [14] . For example, the command 'rfp:=series(1/fp1,e,6);' expands the reciprocal of the function fp1 into a power series in the variable e keeping terms up to O(e 6 ). Maple can convert that expansion into a polynomial by using the command 'rfp:=convert(rfp,polynom):'
